We study a family of operators (called 'Tooth' operators) that combine Description Logic concepts via weighted sums. These operators are intended to capture the notion of instances satisfying "enough" of the concept descriptions given. We examine two variants of these operators: the "knowledge-independent" one, that evaluates the concepts with respect to the current interpretation, and the "knowledge-dependent" one that instead evaluates them with respect to a specified knowledge base, comparing and contrasting their properties. We furthermore discuss the connections between these operators and linear classification models.
Introduction
In this work, we continue the study, began in [15] and [16] , of threshold ("Tooth") operators in the context of Description Logic and related formalisms.
These operators allow us to define a concept in terms of a weighted sum of sub-concepts: for instance, as we will see, a concept of the form ∇ ∇ 1 only if at least two of C 1 , C 2 , and C 3 are true of d, that is, if and only if 1
Weighted Threshold Operators of this type have been studied extensively in the context of propositional logic and circuit complexity theory (see e.g. [10, 4, 8, 9] ), with a particular focus on the monotone case in which all the weights assigned to the subformulas are positive. In that context, these operators have been seen to be closely related to several important open problems in complexity theory; in this work, instead, we will focus on their possible application to Knowledge Representation in Description Logic.
Tooth operators are simple, conceptually clear connectives that-because of their obvious connections with linear classification models-provide a natural and straightforward link between knowledge representation and statistical learning.
In what follows, we will introduce two varieties of Tooth operators: the "knowledge-independent" ones, that evaluate subconcepts with respect to the current interpretation, and the "knowledgedependent" ones that instead, evaluate subconcepts with respect to a specified knowledge base. Then, we will study some of the basic properties of these operators. Finally, we will discuss the application of Tooth Operators to the problem of learning concepts from data.
On Weighted Concept Combination(s)
A class of m-ary operators, denoted by the symbol ∇ ∇ (pronounced 'tooth'), were presented in [15] . These operators are meant to specify new concepts in terms of weighted combinations of sub-concepts: indeed, each such operator i) takes a list C 1 . . . C n of concept descriptions, ii) associates a vector of weights w 1 . . . w n to them, and iii) returns a complex concept that applies to those instances for which, by summing up the weights of the satisfied concepts, a certain threshold t is met.
In this work, we will focus on the logic ALC(∇ ∇ R , ∇ ∇ R K ) (or, for brevity, ALC(∇ ∇, ∇ ∇ K )) obtained by adding such operators to ALC and allowing weights and thresholds to take any real value r ∈ R; but most of our results and observations can be generalized easily to most other varieties of Description Logics. We refer the reader to [3] for an introduction to Description Logic and ALC. We assume henceforth we are given fixed sets of atomic concepts N C , atomic roles N R , and individual names N Ind .
For
concepts is described by the grammar:
where, in the last expression, K ranges over all the knowledge bases over the above language, i.e., all the sets of expressions of the form C 1 C 2 , C 1 (a) or R(a, b), where C 1 and C 2 are ALC(∇ ∇, ∇ ∇ K ) concepts, R ∈ N R , and a and b range over the individual names N Ind . 2 To better visualise the weights that an operator associates to the concepts, we sometimes use the notation ∇ ∇ t (C 1 : w 1 , . . . , C m : w m ) instead of ∇ ∇ t w (C 1 , . . . , C m ); and likewise, we will write
. . , C m ). The semantics of the first new type of expressions -which we will call Knowledge-Independent Tooth Operators -is obtained by extending the definition of the semantics of ALC as follows:
..m ) be a knowledge-independent tooth operator, let I be an interpretation, and let d ∈ ∆ I be an individual in the domain of I.
Definition 2 (Semantics of Knowledge-Independent Tooth Operators).
..n ) be a knowledge-independent tooth operator and let I be an interpretation.
Then
We continue with an example: 
where HasTrunk, HasAntlers, HasTusks, IsBig and IsGrey are concepts of our language. Then (3) can be seen as an attempt to define the notion of elephant in terms of those other concepts by assigning positive values to qualities that increase the "elephantness" of the subject (e.g. having a trunk, or being big) and negative ones to qualities that decrease it (e.g. having antlers More in general, as mentioned also in [15] , any tooth operator is always reducible to some Boolean combination of its components (this follows directly from the fact that all Boolean functions may be represented using disjunctions and negations).
We now consider the other type of tooth operator ∇ ∇ t K, w (C 1 , . . . , C m ), or ∇ ∇ K (C 1 : w 1 , . . . , C m : w m ), which we will call the Knowledge-Dependent Tooth Operator. In this type of tooth operator, as we will now see, the sub-expressions are evaluated not with respect to the current interpretation I but with respect to the knowledge base K:
Definition 3 (Values of Individual Names in Knowledge-Dependent Tooth Operators).
. . C n : w n ) be a knowledge-dependent tooth operator and let a be any individual name. Then we define the value ω C K (a) of a according to C as
where, as usual, K |= C i (a) if and only if, for all interpretations J, J |= K ⇒ J |= C i (a).
Definition 4 (Semantics of Knowledge-Dependent Tooth Operators).
Let C K = ∇ ∇ t K (C 1 : w 1 . . . C n : w n ) be a knowledge-dependent tooth operator and let I be an interpretation. Then
where, in the above expression, a ranges over the set N Ind of all individual names.
This notion of knowledge-dependent tooth operator is somewhat different from the knowledgeindependent notion introduced before. Most importantly, it follows immediately from our definitions that (∇ ∇ t K (C 1 : w 1 . . . C n : w n )) I is always of the form {a I , b I , . . .} for some set of individual names {a, b, . . .}; and that, more importantly, this set is the same no matter the interpretation I with respect to which the operator is interpreted. Nonetheless, we believe it useful to define the semantics of this operator in the usual way, i.e. in terms of satisfaction with respect to interpretations, both for uniformity and for ease of combination with other connectives. Additionally, we point out here that both our tooth operators are well-defined, even in the case of nested expressions. This is verified easily by remarking that the interpretation of a tooth expression is defined in terms of the interpretation of its subexpressions, in the knowledge-independent case, or in terms of their entailment given a knowledge base (itself a sub-expression) in the knowledge-dependent one. then it is never the case that I |= Elephant K (Surus). Indeed, of all subconcepts of our tooth operators, it is trivial to see that K |= HasTrunk(Surus) but K |= HasTusks(Surus), K |= IsBig(Surus), K |= HasAntlers(Surus) and K |= IsGrey(Surus).
Hence ω Elephant K (Surus) = 1.0 < 1.4 and it is never the case that Surus I ∈ (Elephant K ) I .
Thus, the knowledge-independent and knowledge-dependent variants of our tooth operator do not in general agree. These two types of tooth operator can also be used together, for example for aggregating the results of multiple knowledge bases: Example 3. Let us suppose that we want to decide whether Tantor is an elephant according to the knowledge-dependent tooth operator Elephant K discussed in Example 2; but that, instead of a single knowledge base K, we have n distinct knowledge bases K 1 . . . K n . A straightforward way to answer this question is then to ask whether Tantor is an elephant according to at least half of the knowledge bases, or -more in general -according to a certain percentage r ∈ [0, 100] of the knowledge bases.
This can be represented easily as ∇ ∇ n/2 (Elephant K1 : 1, . . . , Elephant Kn : 1) or, more in general, as ∇ ∇ nr/100 (Elephant K1 : 1, . . . , Elephant Kn : 1).
In the next two sections, we will discuss some basic properties of these two variants of the tooth operator.
Knowledge-Independent Teeth
In this section, we begin a brief exploration of the problem of evaluating if a knowledge-independent tooth expression ∇ ∇ t w (C 1 , . . . , C m ) is entailed by a knowledge base K. As per the usual notion of entailment, we have that
for all interpretations I such that I |= K; but can we find a notion of value of a (knowledge-independent) tooth operator with respect to a knowledge base that leads directly to this same notion of entailment? The answer is positive:
Definition 5 (Evaluating Knowledge-Independent Tooth Operators over Knowledge Bases). Let K be a knowledge base, let a be an individual name, and let C = ∇ ∇ t ((C i : w i ) i=1...n ) be a knowledgeindependent tooth expression. Then we define the value of a in C with respect to K as
Note that the minimum introduced in the above definition always exists, because any possible value of v I C (a I ) must belong in the (finite) set of values S = { (X) : X ⊆ {w 1 , . . . , w n }}. Furthermore, we have that Proposition 1. Let K be any knowledge base, let a be an individual name, and let C = ∇ ∇ t ((C i : w i ) i=1...n ) be any knowledge-independent tooth expression. Then
Proof. By definition,
It is worth remarking that the knowledge-independent value µ K C of a tooth expression C with respect to a knowledge base K just defined is not necessarily the same as the knowledge-dependent value ω C K of the same tooth operator with respect to the same knowledge base. For instance, let K = ∅ be the empty theory, let a be some individual name, let A be an atomic concept, and consider the tooth operator C = ∇ ∇ 1 (A : 1, ¬A : 1). Then µ ∅ C (a) = 1, since any interpretation I which assigns some individual to a will be such that a I ∈ A I or such that a I ∈ A I (and, therefore, v I C = 1 in either case). However, ω C ∅ (a) = 0, because ∅ |= A(a) and ∅ |= ¬A(a). For this example we also have that ∅ |= C(a) even though ∅ |= C ∅ (a). This illustrates the difference between entailment in the knowledge-independent and knowledge-dependent cases: very briefly, in the above case we have that K |= C(a) if and only if K |= (A ¬A)(a), but K |= C K (a) if and only if K |= A(a) or K |= ¬A(a).
The negation of a knowledge-independent tooth expression is always equivalent to some other knowledge-independent tooth expression: for example, the negation of Equation (3) More in general, we have that
Then for all interpretations I and
Proof. Consider an interpretation I and an individual d ∈ ∆ I , and suppose that d ∈ C I . By definition, this means that
and therefore -by the definition of -we have that q ≤ t − . But this implies that {−w i : i ∈ 1 . . . n, d ∈ C I i } = −q ≥ −t + , and therefore that d ∈ D I .
Another interesting and easy result is that negative weights can be disposed of in knowledgeindependent tooth operators as long as concept complementation is in the language: for example, Equation (3) can be seen to be equivalent to More in general, we have that Proposition 3. Let C be of the form ∇ ∇ t ((C 1 : w 1 ), . . . , (C n , w n )), let k ∈ 1 . . . n, and let D be instead ∇ ∇ t−w k ((C 1 : w 1 ) . . . (¬C k : −w k ) . . . (C n : w n )) (that is, let D be obtained from C by negating the value of w k , replacing C k with ¬C k , and subtracting w k from the threshold t).
Then C and D are equivalent, in the sense that d ∈ C I ⇔ d ∈ D I for all interpretations I and all individuals d ∈ ∆ I .
Proof. Observe that, for any interpretation I and individual
If instead d ∈ C I k , we have at once that d ∈ (¬C k ) I and hence that
Thus, in either case, v I
As a consequence of this result, it follows at once that:
is equivalent to some knowledge-independent tooth expression
such that all weights w i are positive and every D i is equivalent to C i or to ¬C i .
Proof. Apply repeatedly Proposition 3 to all negative weights w i , until none is left.
This is a particularly interesting result in the light of the results of [4] showing that, if a threshold operator (whose semantics corresponds precisely to that of our tooth operators) has only positive weights, it may be simulated by a Boolean circuit that is monotone (that is, is composed only of AND and OR gates) and has size which is polynomial in the number of inputs of the threshold. The paper mentions that the problem whether there exists a polynomial-size monotone formula (rather than circuit) that simulates such a threshold operator and uses only conjunctions and disjunctions is open, and to our current knowledge it is still so; but in any case, adding new concepts D 1 . . . D s to our knowledge base to represent the intermediate nodes of the circuits, it follows at once that every knowledge base containing a knowledge-independent tooth operator may be reduced to some other knowledge base not containing it by adding to our TBox a polynomial number of polynomial-size definitions D i ≡ . . . (where the right size is some Boolean combination of concepts, including possibly D 1 . . . D i−1 ) and the tooth operator itself is replaced by some (also polynomial-size) Boolean combination of the D i .
On the other hand, it is straightforward to see that negation and disjunction can be defined in terms of knowledge-independent tooth operators: indeed, ¬C 1 is equivalent to ∇ ∇ 0 ((C 1 , −1)) and C 1 C 2 is equivalent to ∇ ∇ 1 ((C 1 , 1), (C 2 , 1)).
Additionally, it is not difficult to express the notion that a knowledge-independent tooth operator takes values between two thresholds: Proposition 4. Let C 1 . . . C n be concepts, let w 1 . . . w n ∈ R be weights, and let t, t ∈ R be such that t ≤ t . Then, for all interpretations I,
where C represents the knowledge-independent tooth expression ∇ ∇ t (C 1 : w 1 . . . C n : w n ).
As we will now see, even in the case in which all subconcepts of knowledge-independent tooth operators are atomic and all the weights are integer, the problem of evaluating whether a tooth operator subsumes another with respect to the empty knowledge base is co-NP-hard. This is proved easily by reducing the Knapsack Problem to it: Definition 6 (Knapsack Decision Problem). Let o = o 1 . . . o n be a finite number of distinct objects, each one of which has a weight w i ∈ Z and a value v i ∈ Z. Furthermore, let W ∈ R be a maximum weight capacity and let V ∈ Z be the target value.
Then the Knapsack Decision Problem KN( w, v, W, V ) asks whether there is a possible selection of objects having total value ≥ V and total weight ≤ W , that is, whether there exists some
It is a standard result, found in most computational complexity textbooks (see e.g. [7] ), that the Knapsack Decision Problem is NP-complete with respect to the binary length of its input. 4 Furthermore, it is not difficult to see how the Knapsack Problem may be encoded in two knowledge-independent tooth expressions with only atomic subexpressions: 
and
is satisfiable. (4) and (5) is not satisfiable, that is, if and only if |= ∇ ∇ −W (A 1 : −w 1 , . . . , A n : −w n ) ¬∇ ∇ V (A 1 : v 1 , . . . , A n : v n ).
Thus, by Proposition 2, this is the case if and only if
Observing that the length of the binary encoding of −V + is of the same order of magnitude as the length of the binary encoding of V , we reach our conclusion.
Thus, even evaluating subsumptions between simple tooth expressions with respect to the empty knowledge base is already computationally nontrivial. This illustrates the power of this type of operator.
Knowledge-Dependent Teeth
In this section, we will in turn analyze our knowledge-dependent tooth operators, the semantics of which we introduced in Def. 4 above.
Let us begin by observing that, as mentioned already in [14] , such operators are non-monotonic with respect to the knowledge base K: 
where now K contains the axioms HasTrunk(Hanno); 5 and IsBig(Hanno).
Then ω Elephant K (Hanno) = 1.0 + 0.4 ≥ 1.4, and hence I |= Elephant K (Hanno) for any interpretation I. However, if we updated our knowledge base 6 K by adding to it the axiom HasAntlers(Hanno) we would instead have that ω Elephant K (Hanno) = 1.0 − 0.5 + 0.4 < 1.4, and hence I |= Elephant K (Hanno).
Furthermore, as already mentioned, whether some individual d is or is not accepted by a knowledgedependent tooth operator C K depends exclusively on which individual names correspond to it according to the current interpretation I, and not on any other feature of I. Proposition 6. Let I and I be any two interpretations, let d ∈ ∆ I and d ∈ ∆ I be two individuals such that a I = d ⇔ a I = d for all individual names a ∈ N Ind . Then, for all knowledge-dependent
Differently from the case of knowledge-independent tooth operators, the negation of a knowledgedependent tooth operator is not in general equivalent to any other knowledge-dependent tooth operator. The reason is that, given any knowledge-dependent tooth operator C K = ∇ ∇ t K ((C i : w i ) i=1...n ), any interpretation I and any individual d ∈ ∆ I , by definition d ∈ (C K ) I if and only if there is some individual name a ∈ N Ind such that a I = d and ω C K (a) ≥ t. Thus, the following result is straightforward:
..n ) be any knowledge-dependent tooth operator, let I be any interpretation and let d ∈ ∆ I be an individual such that d ∈ (C K ) I . Furthermore, let a be any individual name such that a I = d, and let I be an interpretation that differs from I only in that a I = d. Then d ∈ (C K ) I as well.
On the other hand d ∈ (C K ) I if and only if for all a ∈ N Ind for which a I is defined it is the case that ω C K (a) < t. Thus, the above property does not hold for the negation of a knowledge-dependent tooth operator, as shown in more detail in the following simple example: Then it is easy to see that 1 ∈ (∇ ∇ 1 K (A : 1)) I , and hence I |= ¬∇ ∇ 1 K (A : 1)(b). However, let I differ from I only in that a I = b I = 1: then 1 ∈ (∇ ∇ 1 K (A : 1)) I , since 1 = a I and ω ∇ ∇ 1 K (A:1) (a) ≥ 1, and therefore I |= ¬∇ ∇ 1 K (A : 1)(b) Therefore, by Proposition 7, there is no knowledge-dependent tooth expression C K that is equivalent to the complement of ∇ ∇ 1 K (A : 1).
Thus, it is not in general true that the negation of a knowledge-dependent tooth operator is equivalent to some other knowledge-dependent tooth operator.
Similarly, and again differently from the knowledge-independent case, it is not in general possiblegiven a knowledge-dependent tooth operator C K -to find an equivalent knowledge-dependent tooth operator D K in which all weights are positive. This is a consequence of the fact that knowledge-dependent tooth operators in which all weights are positive are monotone with respect to the knowledge base K:
..n ) be any knowledge-dependent tooth operator such that all weights w i are positive, let K ⊇ K be any knowledge base that contains K, and let us write C K for
Then for all interpretations I, I |= C K C K . Proof. Let d ∈ ∆ I be such that d ∈ (C K ) I . Then, by definition, d = a I for some individual name a such that {w i : K |= C i (a)} = q ≥ t. But for any i, if K |= C i (a) then K |= C i (a). Therefore, since all w i are positive, {w i : K |= C i (a)} ≥ q ≥ t and d ∈ (C K ) I .
Since, as we saw in Example 4, there exist knowledge-dependent tooth expressions C K with negative weights that are not monotone with respect to K, it follows at once that these expressions are not equivalent to any other tooth expression with only positive weights.
On the other hand, it is still possible to express the notion that a knowledge-dependent tooth operator takes values between two thresholds: Proposition 9. Let C 1 . . . C n be concepts, let w 1 . . . w n ∈ R be weights, and let t, t ∈ R be such that t ≤ t , and let K be a knowledge base. Then, for all interpretations I,
where C represents the knowledge-dependent tooth expression ∇ ∇ t K (C 1 : w 1 . . . C n : w n ).
Learning Tooth Expressions: A Toy Example
We will now briefly discuss a toy example of learning teeth expressions from data.
The scenario that we will examine is the following:
• We have a knowledge base K;
• We have a target concept C T , i.e., the concept we wish to be able to approximate via a tooth expression;
• We have a finite number of concept features C 1 . . . C n , representing the various concepts that may appear in the tooth expression simulating C T .
The output of our procedure will be a tooth expression ∇ ∇ t (C 1 : w 1 . . . C n : w n ) which will, in some sense that will depend on the algorithm used, approximate C T on the basis of C 1 . . . C n .
Let a be any named individual occurring in the knowledge base K. Then a induces a pair ( x(a), y(a)), where x(a) ∈ {0, 1} n is such that its i-th element x(a) i is 1 if K |= C i (a) and it is 0 otherwise; and likewise, y(a) is 1 if K |= C T (a) and y(a) = 0 otherwise.
Then we can define the dataset D(K) = {( x(a), y(a)) : a named individual in K}; and our task will be to learn from it a linear classification model of the sort
according to one of the many learning algorithms that are available for such linear models. Once the weights w 1 . . . w n and the constant term c are learned, it will be trivial to transform this linear model in the equivalent tooth expression ∇ ∇ −c K (C 1 : w 1 . . . C n : w n ). For the purpose of this toy example, we chose to learn the weights and the constant using logistic regression. Very briefly, the logistic regression model computes, for every input instance x ∈ {0, 1} n , the probability that y = 1 as Pr(y = 1) = 1 1 + e −( i wixi+c) .
It is straightforward then to verify that Pr(y = 1) ≥ 0.5 if and only if e −( i wixi+c) ≤ 1, that is, i w i x i + c ≥ 0; thus, if for any possible input x we predict y = 1 if Pr(y = 1) ≥ 0.5 and y = 0 otherwise, we obtain precisely Equation (8) . We can then learn the weights and the threshold, given the training dataset D(K), simply by minimizing (for example by gradient descent) the loss function where γ is a ridge regularization parameter that penalizes high values for the w i . In order to test this approach we generated a synthetic knowledge base K containing the TBox axioms IsBig IsSmall ⊥ and IsGrey IsPink ⊥ and the following individuals and ABox axioms: which may be seen as an approximation of the property IsElephant in terms of the feature concepts, learned on the basis of the data of our synthetic knowledge base. Thus, for instance, we see that the property of having a trunk affects positively our estimation that the individual in exam might be an elephant; that the one of having antlers affects it negatively instead; and that -given this particular dataset, that has what some might describe as a unusually high frequency of pink elephants -the property of being pink has essentially no effect on it. Furthermore, given another knowledge base K which contains the atomic concepts HasTrunk, HasAntlers, HasTusks, IsBig and IsPink but not the concept IsElephant, we may use this LearnedElephant K as a "replacement" for the missing IsElephant concept.
Of course, there is nothing really new in this logistic regression model; and, if this was anything more than a toy example, we should perform a thorough cross-validation and report on the behaviour of the logistic model and the corresponding tooth operator on an alternate dataset. We report this here merely as a simple illustration of how the tooth operator may be used as a "bridge" of sorts between statistical learning and knowledge representation.
